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ABSTRACT

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are standardizable candles, but for over a decade, there has been

a debate on how to properly account for their correlations with host galaxy properties. Using the

Bayesian hierarchical model UNITY, we simultaneously fit for the SN Ia light curve and host galaxy

standardization parameters on a set of 103 Sloan Digital Sky Survey II SNe Ia. We investigate the

influences of host stellar mass, along with both localized (r < 3 kpc) and host-integrated average stellar

ages, derived from stellar population synthesis modeling. We find that the standardization for the light-

curve shape (α) is correlated with host galaxy standardization terms (γi) requiring simultaneous fitting.

In addition, we find that these correlations themselves are dependent on host galaxy stellar mass that

includes a shift in the color term (β) of 0.8 mag, only significant at 1.2σ due to the small sample.

We find a linear host mass standardization term at the 3.7σ level, that by itself does not significantly

improve the precision of an individual SN Ia distance. However, a standardization that uses both stellar

mass and average local stellar age is found to be significant at > 3σ in the two-dimensional posterior

space. In addition, the unexplained scatter of SNe Ia absolute magnitude post standardization, is

reduced from 0.122+0.019
−0.018 to 0.109± 0.017 mag, or ∼ 10%. We do not see similar improvements when

using global ages. This combination is consistent with either metallicity or line-of-sight dust affecting

the observed luminosity of SNe Ia.

Keywords: Type Ia supernovae (1728); Observational cosmology (1146); Distance indicators (394),

Cosmological parameters (339)

1. INTRODUCTION

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are the runaway ther-

monuclear burning of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf.

Theoretical models suggest that SNe Ia ought to have

consistent peak luminosities, i.e. standard candles, and

therefore act as precision distance indicators. How-

ever, more detailed observations show that variations

in their peak luminosity correlate with other properties

(e.g. light-curve shape and color), hence SNe Ia are stan-

dardizable candles. For decades, astronomers have been
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developing methods to better understand the observed

variations in peak luminosity of SNe Ia and improve

their use as precision distance indicators. Once basic

light curve fitters were developed (Rust 1974; Pskovskii

1977; Phillips 1993; Hamuy et al. 1996; Riess et al. 1996;

Perlmutter et al. 1997; Tripp 1998), SN Ia became suffi-

ciently accurate cosmological distance indicators to de-

tect the accelerated expansion of the universe (Riess

et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999).

Many light-curve fitters (e.g., Hamuy et al. 1996, Riess

et al. 1996, Phillips et al. 1999, Jha et al. 2007) use a

single light-curve shape parameter while separating the

observed color variation into a component from intrin-

sic SN Ia color and a second to describe the variation
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due to line-of-sight dust. Recent work by Brout & Scol-

nic (2020) reemphasizes the importance of two sources

of color variation for precise SN Ia distances. Alterna-

tively, Tripp (1998) and Guy et al. (2005, 2007), while

still using a single light-curve shape parameter, do not

separate the sources of color variation, because this dis-

tinction does not appear empirically necessary.

The popular SALT2 model (Guy et al. 2007, 2010) is

a linearly reduced representation of the diversity of SN

Ia spectral-temporal energy distributions derived from

a collection of light curves and spectra (Betoule et al.

2014; Mosher et al. 2014). SALT2 reduces SN Ia vari-

ability down to two parameters. One parameter, x1,

captures the “broader-brighter” (or Phillips) relation-

ship identified in Rust (1974), Pskovskii (1977), and

Phillips (1993). For normal SNe Ia, the distribution of

x1 roughly follows a Gaussian distribution with µ = 0

and σ = 1. The second parameter, c, accounts for color

variability both from dust and intrinsic diversity. For

typical SNe Ia, c is roughly normally distributed, with

a width of ∼ 0.1.

Following the Tripp convention (Tripp 1998), SN Ia

distances can be standardized using the SALT2 param-

eters:

µ = mB −
(
MB + αx1 + βc

)
(1)

where µ, mB , MB are the distance modulus, apparent

and absolute B-band magnitude respectively. The next

two terms are from the SALT2 model described above.

Both parameters have independent standardization co-

efficients, α and β respectively. Note that for this model

α has a minus sign compared to many previous analyses.

In this paper, we will quote any external measurements

using this convention.

Hamuy et al. (1995, 2000) and Gallagher et al. (2005)

saw that light-curve shape parameters were correlated

with the properties of the host galaxy. Since galaxy

properties evolve with redshift, there has been continu-

ous research trying to understand the physical theory —

e.g. multiple SN Ia channels with dependence on stel-

lar population age and metallicity — and ultimately the

scale of any possible cosmological bias.

However, the correlation seen by Hamuy et al. (2000)

became a statistically significant systematic with the

works of Kelly et al. (2010), Sullivan et al. (2010), and

Lampeitl et al. (2010). It is from these works that we

get the so-called “mass step.” Though it varies between

data sets, the mass step appears to be a ∼ 0.06 mag shift

in average standardized peak luminosity of SN Ia when

comparing SN Ia from low-mass (. 1010 M�) and high-

mass (& 1010 M�) host galaxies (see Uddin et al. 2017).

However, the mass step is not ubiquitous, the Dark En-

ergy Survey (DES, DES Collaboration et al. 2019) finds

no evidence of a mass step (Brout et al. 2019). This

does not contradict the evidence seen in other samples

since the uncertainties are still relatively large and cor-

relations with selection effects are difficult to quantify

(Smith et al. 2020).

The underlying physics responsible for these observed

effects remains unclear. A progenitor metallicity effect

was seen prominently in Moreno-Raya et al. (2016a,b)

but not seen in Kang et al. (2020). Recent star formation

rate, an indicator of a prompt explosion “channel,” was

seen to have a significant effect by Rigault et al. (2013,

2015) using Hα and UV data respectively, however, this

is not seen by Jones et al. (2015). Similarly, variations in

line-of-sight dust properties could produce the observed

effects; Brout & Scolnic (2020) shows that a varying RV
parameter per SN Ia removes the necessity of the mass

step.

A physical explanation, we suspect, should correlate

with the local environment (or at least line-of-sight prop-

erties) more than the host-integrated average values.

Rigault et al. (2013) used local Hα measurements. Sub-

sequent analyses (Rigault et al. 2015, 2018; Jones et al.

2015, 2018) have, in part, discussed whether these SN

Ia locations are more significant than a random loca-

tion in the host galaxy. Jones et al. (2018) shows only a

marginal (. 2σ) preference for local environments over a

random part of the host galaxy. The works of Rose et al.

(2019) and Kelsey et al. (2020) also see no meaningful

change between looking at a local stellar population or

the entire host galaxy.

The works of Rigault et al. (2018) and Rose et al.

(2019) show the largest statistically significant system-

atics and therefore the greatest likelihood in biasing cos-

mology. These are not the largest in terms of raw sig-

nificance, but since these are statistically limited mea-

surements, these highly significant trends with relatively

small data sets are unexpected. Rose et al. (2019), here-

after R19, see a 4.7σ correlation with a principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA) parameter in roughly a factor of

10 less SN Ia than the > 5σ mass step result (Uddin

et al. 2017). Similarly the 5.7σ dependence of SN Ia

standardized luminosity on local specific star-formation

rate (lsSFR) of Rigault et al. (2018) used only 40% more

SN Ia than R19. Interestingly, both results use “com-

bined” host galaxy parameters; neither is a simple ab-

solute property, like star formation rate, but rather is

scaled by stellar mass.

The Tripp standardization equation (1) can be ex-

panded to include host galaxy proprieties. Many apply

a step-like function, but a linear correction can be used
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as well. This results in:

µ = mB −
(
MB + αx1 + βc+

N∑
i=1

γiai

)
(2)

where γi is the linear standardization term for each

host galaxy property (denoted with the place holder ai).

Each SN Ia has its own µ, mB , x1, c, and ai but there

is only one value, per data set, of the standardization

coefficients (α, β, γi) and the fiducial SN Ia absolute

magnitude (MB).Even though step-like functions are the

norm, linear correlations have been seen to adequately

fit the data for any exploratory analysis (i.e. Sullivan

et al. 2010; Ponder et al. 2020).

In this paper, we build upon the work of R19 by si-

multaneously fitting both the SN Ia and host galaxy

standardization parameters in order to further our un-

derstanding of the optimal host galaxy property to use

in SN Ia standardization. Standardizing SN Ia with the

incorrect host galaxy correlation would produce system-

atic biases that are large compared to the precision goals

of the cosmological surveys of the next decade (Houn-

sell et al. 2018), however, this is still small compared

to the uncertainties of today. In Section 2, we describe

our data and analysis method. Followed by a presenta-

tion of our results in Section 3 and a discussion of their

implications in Section 4.

2. A SIMULTANEOUS STANDARDIZATION

FRAMEWORK

R19 show a systematic in standardized SN Ia peak lu-

minosity that depended on both host galaxy properties

and light curve shape. This systematic was derived us-

ing PCA on the SN Ia and host galaxy properties and

did not contain any optimization with regard to peak

luminosity. The PCA result looked for the largest vari-

ance in the four-dimensional light-curve shape, SN Ia

color, host galaxy stellar mass, and age parameter space.

This completely ignored the peak magnitude. It was rea-

sonable that one of the eigenvectors in this parameter

space could be related to an uncorrected SN Ia system-

atic. However, some basic manipulation showed that

the PCA eigenvector, though useful, is not the optimal

standardization.

To progress, a full simultaneous fit of all standardiza-

tion parameters is needed to account for all correlations.

In addition to the PCA of R19, the results of Roman

et al. (2018) and Rigault et al. (2018) show a corre-

lation between SN Ia and host galaxy standardization

parameters. The standard methodology fixes the super-

nova parameters (i.e. α and β) and only then searches

for SN Ia-host galaxy correlations in distance residuals.

As shown in Dixon (2020), this method violates assump-

tions of multi-step linear regression and therefore pro-

duces biased results.

In this work, we are replacing the PCA of R19 with

a Bayesian hierarchical model (BHM) that can perform

the full multidimensional linear regressions while prop-

erly handling the uncertainties (Gull 1989; Kelly et al.

2007) along with the anticipated correlations between

light curve parameters and host galaxy properties, orig-

inally seen in Hamuy et al. (1995). We use the Unified

Nonlinear Inference for Type Ia cosmologY (UNITY,

Rubin et al. 2015), specifically a more recent version that

includes the capability of modeling Tripp-like standard-

ization equations (Tripp 1998) with an arbitrary number

of standardization parameters (UNITY1.2, Rose et al.

2020b). These latest updates to UNITY can be found

at https://github.com/rubind/host unity.

2.1. The Data Set

For our simultaneous standardization, we use the data

presented in Table 7 of R19. This is a relatively small

data set (N = 103), but it has quality local and global

stellar age estimates (al and ag respectively). The fi-

nal data set is a subset of the initial spectroscopic and

photometric classified SN Ia sample from SDSS-II Su-

pernova survey (Sako et al. 2008; Campbell et al. 2013)

with an additional redshift cut, z < 0.2, applied. For

now, the SN Ia data set of Campbell et al. (2013), along

with the host galaxy properties presented in R19 can be

used to demonstrate this simultaneous fitting method.

Note that the SN Ia from Campbell et al. (2013) do not

have the host mass correction, and only applies a simple

one-dimensional redshift-based Malmquist bias correc-

tion.

UNITY1.2 requires that the data be described with
Gaussian uncertainties. Many parameters are already

represented this way, but the age estimates used in R19

were numerical representations of the probability dis-

tribution and typically non-Gaussian (see Rose et al.

2020a for the full numerical representations). These ages

were estimated by fitting a four parameter delayed-tau

star formation history from the Flexible Stellar Popu-

lation Synthesis (FSPS; Conroy et al. 2009; Conroy &

Gunn 2010) code to the observed SDSS ugriz photom-

etry. Since spectral energy distribution based ages are

not more than a course estimation — with typical un-

certainties of ∼ 0.3 dex — a single Gaussian can be

fit to the non-Gaussian probability distributions with

minimal loss of information. It was this Gaussian repre-

sentation that was reported in Table 7 and used in the

original PCA. There is still enough information to ob-

serve a systematic caused by explosion mechanism (seen

https://github.com/rubind/host_unity
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Figure 1. The distribution of SN Ia host galaxies analyzed
in R19 in the local age and stellar mass parameter space.
These parameters are correlated, but not identical, especially
with the wide range of ages possible in a high mass galaxy.
The hosts are colored by their first principal component, a
combination of SN Ia light curve stretch, galaxy stellar mass,
and average stellar age. All parameters are taken from R19.

in a difference in young verse old progenitors) or from a

more continuous build-up of metals.

In Figure 1, we show the data set from R19 in the host

galaxy local age-stellar mass plane. These two param-

eters are highly correlated, but not identical, especially

since a large host galaxy may have a complicated star-

formation history and a range of local stellar ages. The

points are colored by the R19 first principal component

(PC1 = 0.56x1−0.10c−0.54m∗−0.63al). PC1 is a func-

tion of SN Ia light curve stretch, and color (x1, c), along

with rescaled host stellar mass and local age parame-

ters (m∗, al). A detailed description of this component,

and the resulting 4.7σ correlation with Hubble-Lemâıtre

residuals, can be found in section 7.4 of R19. Unlike

Hubble-Lemâıtre residuals, x1, or c, PC1 is smoothly

distributed in the age-mass parameter space.

Most of the input data for UNITY1.2 come from the

original data release (Campbell et al. 2013). We use the

redshifts relative to the cosmic microwave background

radiation, the full SALT2 co-variance matrix, as well

as the bias-corrected distance moduli. The host galaxy

properties come from Table 7 of R19. For this work, we

remove the sample mean of the host galaxy properties

in order to mimic the null mean of SN Ia light-curve

parameters. We define this mean subtracted log of the

stellar mass as m∗, and the mean subtracted local and

global ages as al and ag respectively.

2.2. The Model

From the generalized Tripp-like equation (2) we can

construct a specific standardization equation by expand-

ing the summation over the host galaxy properties for

our data set — host stellar mass (m∗), average local (al)

and global ages (ag). Like all BHM, UNITY1.2 calcu-

lates correlations against the “true” noiseless physical

parameters, resulting in:

µ = mtrue
B − (MB + αxtrue1 + βctrue + γmm

true
∗ +

γala
true
l + γaga

true
g ) +N (0, σunexp) .

(3)

The units for γm, γal, and γag are mag/ log10(M/M�),

mag/Gyr, and mag/Gyr respectively. We add an ad-

ditional normally distributed scatter with a width of

σunexp, N (0, σunexp), in order to account for variations

in the physical properties that are not captured by the

model (Kelly et al. 2007). Note that UNITY1.2 assumes

that the distribution of each noiseless physical param-

eter used in the standardization equation can be rep-

resented as a Gaussian (Gull 1989). This matches the

x1 population well. For the SN Ia color, it will only

accurately get the first two moments of the distribu-

tion but miss the expected skewness, an issue that is

not significant for a fully linear analysis like this one, as

demonstrated in Rubin et al. (2015). However, a wide

Gaussian parent population is not the true distribut-

ing of the host galaxy properties (Childress et al. 2014,

R19). As a result, it will produce a slight prior against

extreme values of stellar mass and age.

Each truth parameter (itrue) is related to its observed

value (iobs) via the addition of measurement noise (εi):

iobs = itrue + εi . (4)

The measurement noise is unique per observation. The

associated analysis code for this paper can be found

at https://github.com/rubind/host unity/tree/master/

RRSG2020 with the analysis steps explained in the en-

closed makefile.

SN Ia standardization can be improved by either an

increase in precision or accuracy. A reduction of the

post standardization scatter, beyond measurement and

model uncertainties (σunexp), shows an increased preci-

sion ofMB and as a result, the distance to any individual

SN Ia. However, σunexp can easily be biased by poorly

estimated uncertainties. In addition, a statistically sig-

nificant new standardization term (γi) would allow for

better constraints of redshift dependant systematics, im-

proving SN Ia distance accuracy.

With this model, we are able to investigate the di-

rect dependence of SN Ia peak absolute magnitude with

host galaxy properties. The simultaneous standardiza-

tion of both the SN Ia and host properties allows us to

fully marginalize over the complex correlations between

the parameters themselves and the standardization co-

efficients. This is the proper method to fit correlated

https://github.com/rubind/host_unity/tree/master/RRSG2020
https://github.com/rubind/host_unity/tree/master/RRSG2020
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standardization coefficients without bias (Dixon 2020),

rather than the serendipitous PCA investigation of R19.

3. STANDARDIZATION RESULTS

First, we performed a standardization without any

host galaxy parameters, as a null hypothesis. We ob-

tain typical results, however the large alpha seen in the

originally data release (α = −0.22±0.02, Campbell et al.

2013) is no longer present. Instead, we calculated a more

typical value of −0.150 ± 0.017 (Lampeitl et al. 2010;

Marriner et al. 2011; Sako et al. 2018). In addition, we

calculated that for this data set SALT2 leaves an un-

explained dispersion (σunexp) of 0.122 ± 0.018 mag. A

summary of the estimated model parameters for this and

the other models explored in this paper are presented in

Table 1.

3.1. Standardizing with Host Galaxy Properties

We present our work by systematically building up to

five standardization coefficients, allowing us to test and

validate this methodology with the smaller sub-models.

When adding only one host galaxy property at a time,

each standardization coefficient is detected at > 2σ with

the host stellar mass dependence seen at 3.7σ (Figure 2).

Though γm is very significant σunexp did not significantly

decrease (< 0.01 mag, a 6% decrease). A host galaxy

stellar mass correction would limit a possible redshift de-

pendant bias, but does not increase the precision of any

single SN Ia distance measurement. As was previously

presented by Roman et al. (2018), a correlation between

α and γi is present. This is especially true when stan-

dardizing on local stellar age (γal) in Figure 3, where α

strengthens from −0.15±0.017 mag to −0.20±0.03 mag.

Figure 4 shows the posterior when standardizing with

host galaxy global stellar age. None of these models

reduce σunexp by more than 7%.

Models with two host galaxy properties allow us to

test if there is a statistical preference between the two

properties, such as a possible preference between stellar

mass and age. See Rigault et al. (2013), Childress et al.

(2014), Kang et al. (2020), and Rose et al. (2020c) for a

brief history of this debate.

Figure 5 shows a corner plot of the posterior when ex-

tending the SALT2 standardization methodology with

both a stellar mass and local average stellar age term

(γm and γal respectively). The > 2σ significance of

γm and γal is no longer present. When marginaliz-

ing, they are only detected at 1.8σ and 1.3σ, respec-

tively. However, the (γm, γal) = (0, 0) point is excluded

at > 3σ. In addition, standardizing with both mass

and local age reduces the unexplained scatter by 10%

(σunexp = 0.109 ± 0.017). Though the difference is
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Figure 2. The posterior distribution, presented as a cor-
ner plot, of the SALT2 model parameters, including a linear
standardization from host galaxy stellar mass (γm). Shaded
regions show 1, 2, & 3σ credible regions (dark, medium, and
light respectively). Median and 1σ uncertainties are reported
above each one dimensional marginalized distributions. Blue
lines represent the median parameter values from the SALT2
only. The units for γm are mag/ log10(M/M�); the other
variables all have units of mag. We find γm to be significant
(3.7σ) indicating a possible redshift dependant systematic if
only SALT2 parameters are used. However, there is no im-
provement to σunexp with respect to a SALT2 only analysis.

smaller than the uncertainties, it is significantly more

than when standardizing with only one host galaxy pa-

rameter and unlikely for a reanalysis of the same data

set.

Finally, we standardize all three host galaxy terms.

In this model, no host galaxy standardization term is

significantly detected. However, there is a significant

reduction in σunexp (0.09±0.03 mag) and therefore an in-

crease in precision of each SN Ia distance. Interestingly,

the γi-σunexp credible regions show that when any host

galaxy standardization term approaches zero, σunexp in-

creases. We find — as with all the sub-models — that

α is highly correlated with host galaxy parameters and

as a result has a −0.06 mag shift to its median value.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Host effects on α and β

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from

the above analysis. First, the color coefficient (β) has

minimal correlations with α and most host standard-
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Table 1. Marginalized SN Ia Standardization Parameters

Model σunexp % change α β γm γal γag

[mag] [mag] [mag] [mag/ log10(M/M�)] [mag/Gyr] [mag/Gyr]

SALT2 0.122+0.019
−0.018 · · · −0.15± 0.017 3.1+0.3

−0.2 · · · · · · · · ·
SALT2 & γm 0.114± 0.016 6% −0.17± 0.018 3.2± 0.2 −0.11± 0.03 · · · · · ·
SALT2 & γal 0.114± 0.019 6% −0.20± 0.03 3.2± 0.3 · · · −0.06+0.02

−0.03 · · ·
SALT2 & γag 0.113± 0.017 7% −0.18± 0.02 3.4± 0.3 · · · · · · −0.042± 0.013

SALT2, γm & γal 0.109 ± 0.017 10% −0.19 ± 0.03 3.3 ± 0.3 −0.08
+0.05
−0.04

−0.04 ± 0.03 · · ·
SALT2, γm & γag 0.113± 0.016 7% −0.17± 0.02 3.2± 0.3 −0.09+0.08

−0.09 · · · −0.01+0.04
−0.03

SALT2, γal & γag 0.10+0.02
−0.03 10% −0.20+0.04

−0.08 3.3+0.4
−0.6 · · · −0.06+0.14

−0.26 −0.00+0.18
−0.10

SALT2, γm, γal & γag 0.09+0.02
−0.04 25% −0.21+0.04

−0.08 3.1+0.5
−1.0 −0.19+0.16

−0.26 −0.13+0.13
−0.21 −0.11+0.22

−0.13

Only high-mass hosts 0.115± 0.018 6% −0.16± 0.02 3.1± 0.3 · · · −0.03± 0.02 · · ·
Only low-mass hosts 0.10± 0.04 10% −0.22+0.06

−0.08 3.9+0.6
−0.7 · · · −0.06+0.04

−0.05 · · ·

Note—Due to the order of magnitude smaller scale of c, β is an order of magnitude larger than the other standardization parameters. The model
in bold (SALT2, γm, & γal) improves both the precision and accuracy of SN Ia distances.

0.20+0.03
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3
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2 3 4

Figure 3. SN Ia standardization parameters for the SALT2
parameters and local stellar age, presented the same as Fig-
ure 2. The standardization based on average localized stellar
age (γal) has units of mag/Gyr. When simultaneously fit-
ting, γal is slightly more significant (2.4σ) than the 2σ seen
from the sequential analysis of R19. The unexplained scat-
ter (σunexp = 0.114 ± 0.019) is not presented in this figure
since it did not change from Figure 2. In addition, stan-
dardizing local age meaningfully shifts α from the original
−0.15 ± 0.017 mag to −0.20 ± 0.03 mag.

ization properties (γi). From the PCA of R19, PC1

contained no significant color component but PC2 was

essentially only color. This means that at the param-

eter and the standardization coefficient levels, color is

0.18+0.02
0.02

3.4+0.3
0.3

0.1
0

0.0
5

0.0
0

ag
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but standardizing with host
integrated global stellar age (γag). We see that γag acts
differently than γal, contrary to the findings of R19. γag is
more significant (3.2σ) than γal but also has a smaller effect.
In addition, γag is anti-correlated with β. The unexplained
scatter (σunexp = 0.113±0.017) is not presented in this figure
since it did not change from Figure 2.

independent; a shift in another parameter does not

significantly shift β. However, there is recent work

that sees a relationship between the color parameter (c)

and host galaxy standardization (Brout & Scolnic 2020;

Gonzalez-Gaitan et al. 2020).

Secondly, α does meaningfully change if you include

host galaxy standardization. This can be seen in all
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 2 but including local age (γal). Each host galaxy parameter is less constrained individually (< 2σ),
however σunexp is reduced by 10%. While neither γm or γal are statistically non-zero when marginalized, their two dimensional
credible region is non-zero at the > 3σ level indicating a possible redshift dependant bias. In addition, α is highly correlated
with host galaxy parameters, particularly γal, and as a result has a −0.04 mag shift to its median value. The combination of
γm and γal reduces σunexp and therefore increases the precision of each each SN Ia distance.
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of the α–γi contours. The extreme positive correla-

tion between α and γal is particularly evident in Fig-

ures 3 and 5. This correlation contradicts assumptions

made in many previous host galaxy systematics stud-

ies (including R19) implying that they reported biased

results. Dixon (2020) presents a rigorous mathematical

derivation of this bias. Simultaneous fits of α and γi
need to become standard practice. Since R19 — along

with many others — looked for correlation with Hubble-

Lemâıtre residual, they reported biased trends by us-

ing the wrong light-curve standardization parameters,

in particular α.

4.2. Improved Standardization with Host Galaxy

Properties

Using the traditional SALT2 standardization, there

is still 0.122+0.019
−0.018 mag of unexplained scatter. Using all

three host parameters this is reduced to 0.09+0.02
−0.04 mag,

a 1.5σ shift away from the original mean. The true sta-

tistical significance of this shift is larger since the two

analyses were on the same data set. Though using all

three host galaxy parameters results in the smallest un-

explained scatter, when standardizing with host stellar

mass and average local age the unexplained scatter is

nearly the same (σunexp = 0.109± 0.017 mag). In addi-

tion, the parameters of this smaller model are much bet-

ter constrained. Interestingly, models with more signif-

icant host standardization parameters (i.e. stellar mass

alone at 3.7σ) do not always see the same large reduction

of σunexp. Therefore, improvements in SN Ia distance ac-

curacy and precision are not necessarily achieved simul-

taneously. In terms of increased precision, a reduction in

σunexp is seen every-time both stellar mass and local age

are used, but not if only one is used. This could be ex-

plained by over-estimated uncertainties. However, this

particular trend implies al would have overestimated un-

certainties, something that would be unexpected since

it is the hardest to measure. Taken at face value, these

results show that the local age is more important than

the global age. This has been seen by Rigault et al.

(2015, 2018) but has not been confirmed by an outside

group until now.

The anti-correlations seen in the γi-γi posteriors are

expected because of correlations in both measurement

techniques and galaxy scaling relationships. More inter-

esting is Figure 5 where the (γm, γal) = (0, 0) point is

excluded at > 3σ. Were this point allowed, the anti-

correlation would be trying to completely cancel each

other. Anti-correlations with shifts away from (0, 0) in

the second or fourth quadrant would indicate the prefer-

ence, although slight, for one parameter over the other.

A posterior maximum in the third (or the first) quad-

rant implies that they shift together. Knowing that the

greatest reduction of σunexp is when two or more host

parameters are used, implies that not only do they shift

together, but they complement each other.

Standardizing with two ages, the (0, 0) point is not

statistically excluded, though the uncertainties for this

model are larger by nearly a factor of three. This is an

example of what it looks like when UNITY1.2 is splitting

the standardization between two highly-correlated mea-

surements. However, if one of the two host galaxy terms

is stellar mass, then the (0, 0) point is excluded (e.g.

Figure 5). SNe Ia standardization is improved when it

includes host stellar mass and local average stellar age;

both terms are needed, as they are working together.

4.2.1. Metallicity over Explosion Mechanism

The combination of stellar mass and age could point to

the physics driving these effects. For example, a metal-

licity dominated systematic could show up as a com-

bined effect of mass and age (the Mannucci relationship,

Mannucci et al. 2010). However, a difference in peak

luminosity from prompt and delayed explosions would

have a stronger age effect than mass effect. This data

supports the claim that SN Ia absolute magnitude cor-

relates with a host galaxy property such as metallicity

over a pure age effect like explosion “channel.”

4.2.2. Is it Dust?

Instead of adding a host galaxy term (
∑N
i=1 γiai) to

the Tripp-like standardization equation, Brout & Scol-

nic (2020), added a dust term ((RV +1)×E(B−V ), their

Equation 13). They find that RV values change drasti-

cally between low and high mass host galaxies. We are

able to test a few of their claims, with the caveat that

the SNe Ia in our analysis is a proper sub-sample of the

Brout & Scolnic (2020) data set.

Our above result, preferring a combination of mass

and local age, does not refute the dust claims of Brout

& Scolnic (2020) since this combination can indicate a

shift in RV . Salim et al. (2018) shows that attenuation

changes with both mass and sSFR. At the high mass

regime, there is an additional age-related spreading of

the gradient in attenuation. If RV is the main system-

atic cause, the dependence on age would be more pro-

nounced in high mass hosts, a possible explanation for

the results seen in Kang et al. (2020).

Following the model originally seen in Sullivan et al.

(2010), we split our sample into high (≥ 1010 M�) and

low (< 1010 M�) stellar mass sub-samples (N = 72 and

N = 31 respectively). In the high mass sub-sample, we

look for both a larger age effect (Salim et al. 2018) and

a shift to lower β (Sullivan et al. 2010). Our results of

this analysis can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 3 but splitting the data set based
on host stellar mass and presented with 2σ credible regions.
The gray shaded regions are for the low mass sub-sample
(< 1010 M�) and blue regions for the high mass sub-sample
(≥ 1010 M�). The high mass sub-sample has a smaller age
dependence, counter to the dust explanation, but they do
have the lower β (∆β ≈ 1 mag) as seen in Sullivan et al.
(2010). However, the changing correlation of β and γal be-
tween the two sub-samples is Unforeseen. The only other
model to see a correlation with β is when standardizing with
average global stellar age (Figure 4). Though dominated by
uncertainties from the small samples, the complex interplay
between these parameters indicates the need to reassess some
of our assumptions, including the lack of cross terms in our
standardization equations.

We find that the high mass sub-sample has a smaller

age dependence (−0.027±0.02 mag/Gyr versus−0.057±
0.05 mag/Gyr), counter to the dust explanation. How-

ever, it does have the lower β (3.1 ± 0.3 mag versus

3.9±0.6 mag) as seen in Sullivan et al. (2010). Nonethe-

less, the key conclusion from splitting the sample on host

galaxy stellar mass is that correlations with α and β can

unexpectedly change, i.e. the rotation between the sub-

samples in the β–γal plane. For the sample in its entirety

(Figure 3) there was no correlation with β, however the

high-mass sub-sample has a large β–γal correlation. In-

terestingly, a correlation with β is seen when standard-

izing with average global stellar age (Figure 4). These

sub-sample dependant correlations — and the variations

in these correlations — likely indicate the need for a

more complicated standardization method. Ultimately,

our sub-samples are small and produce large uncertain-

ties, making it difficult to understand exactly how these

parameters are related.

When splitting on age (at the mean age of 5.2 Gyr)

rather than stellar mass, we see a similar behavior as

Figure 6, most notably a ∆β between the two samples

of ∼ 0.7 mag.

4.3. Revisiting Rose et al. 2019

This work presents an alternative analysis of the data

from R19, allowing for the unique ability to compare

these new results with the two major findings of the

original analysis: a 2σ detection of a local or global age

trend and a 4.7σ trend with a principal component mix-

ing SN Ia light curve shape, host stellar age, and host

stellar mass.

4.3.1. Correlation with Stellar Age

The dependence of SN Ia standardization on stellar

ages seen in R19 is smaller than what is found in this

analysis. Figures 3 and 4 show a 2.4σ and 3.2σ local

and global age standardization respectively, contrary to

the reduced significance from a simultaneous fit seen in

Rose et al. (2020c). The work of Dixon (2020) shows,

mathematically, how a sequential fit (fitting α then γi)

with correlated variables produces a bias in the trend

and its uncertainty. As we see here, the simultaneous

fit of UNITY1.2 produces a larger and more significant

trend than originally seen in R19.

Unlike when fitting sequentially, simultaneous fitting

finds local and global age to be unique. Looking at the

values, γal is larger but also more than two times as

uncertain as γag. In addition, γag has an anti-correlation

with β not seen in other models. From this re-analysis,

we find that γal and γag are not the same.

4.3.2. Principal Component Analysis

The PCA of R19 found an eigenvector (0.557x′1 −
0.103c′−0.535m′−0.627a′l) that strongly correlated with

Hubble-Lemâıtre residuals. Even a slight variation (see

Figure 11b of R19) showed the possibility of an improved

correlation. Figure 5 shows the results of standardizing

with host stellar mass and local age. Using Equations

10–12 along with Tables 8 and 9 of R19, we can convert

the PC1 values to the corresponding standardization pa-

rameters. This results in

HR = −0.028x1 − 0.063c− 0.040m∗ − 0.015al . (5)

The full conversion is presented in Appendix A.

Since this equation quantifies Hubble-Lemâıtre residuals

(HR), these standardization parameters are differences

from the typical hostless standardization. As expected

PC1 is an interesting direction in the parameter space,
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but it does not agree with the optimal standardization

parameters seen in Figure 5. When translated to a pre-

scription of the HR, the optimized parameters are:

HR = 0.04x1 + 0.2c+ 0.08m∗ + 0.04al . (6)

4.4. Effect on SN Ia Cosmology

The addition of standardizing SN Ia on stellar mass

and average local stellar age is both statistically signifi-

cant and increases the precision of each SN Ia distance.

As a result this model, of all the models investigated in

this work, best describes a possible bias of cosmological

parameters. However, this data set is too small to con-

strain cosmological biases due to the fact that γm and

γal are only detected at ∼ 1σ. Any comment would be

unable to distinguish between no bias or the possibility

of a large effect.

With the correlation between α and γal being nearly

−1, you would expect that these two parameters would

cancel each other out resulting in a similar cosmology

with or without γal. Since Hubble-Lemâıtre residual

do not correlate with redshift, we can naively interpo-

late these changed standardization parameters, Equa-

tion (6), as a bias on cosmology by looking at how the

standardization parameters mix with SN Ia population

drift.

Between a redshift of zero and one, the average x1
shifts by 0.5 (Nicolas et al. 2020). The work of Rubin &

Hayden (2016) shows a larger shift, but this is in part

because their low redshift sample is biased, by survey

strategies, towards low x1. SN Ia color, c, does not drift

with redshift (Rubin & Hayden 2016). The average SN

Ia host galaxy mass shifts by 0.2 dex between redshift

zero and one (Sullivan et al. 2010; Strolger et al. 2020).

Finally, there is no good estimate of the evolution of the

local age, but it is likely small since it will be closely

linked to the average delay time. On the other hand,

the average global age shifts by ∼ 5 Gyr (Childress et al.

2014); but this number is dependant on the SN Ia delay

time distribution.

Without a good estimate of the local age evolution

we cannot use Equation (6), however we can use HR =

(0.02±0.02)x1 + (0.1±0.3)c+ (0.08±0.08)m∗+ (0.01±
0.03)ag. Though global age did not standardize SN Ia as

well as local age, it was similar enough to see the order

of magnitude of a possible cosmological bias. We find

a change in distance from x1 drift of 0.01 ± 0.01 mag,

from host galaxy stellar mass of −0.03± 0.03 mag, and

from global age of −0.05± 0.15 mag. We estimate that

a SALT2 only standardization would result in a bias of

−0.06 ± 0.15 mag at redshift one. Though the uncer-

tainties are large, they are also underestimated since it

does not account for the uncertainty in the amount of

population drift. Ultimately we need a larger data set

to better constrains the standardization parameters and

any cosmological parameter bias.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Using a Bayesian hierarchical model, we are able to

simultaneously fit the standardization parameters asso-

ciated with SN Ia light curves, colors, and host galaxy

properties. From this analysis, we are able to make

six major conclusions on standardizing SN Ia with host

galaxy properties.

1. Figures 2, 3 and 5 show that the SN Ia color

standardization parameter, β, is not correlated

with α or host galaxy standardization coeffi-

cients (γi). They also show that the light curve

shape standardization parameter, α, correlates

with host galaxy standardization terms, requiring

that these are simultaneously fit. This has previ-

ously been seen in Roman et al. (2018) and Rigault

et al. (2018). As a result, all sequential Hubble-

Lemâıtre residual versus host galaxy correlations

are biased, including those of Rose et al. (2019).

2. However, Figure 6, shows that these correlations

are not the same when splitting the data set on

stellar mass. A correlation between γal and β

developed for the high-mass sub-sample. These

correlations and sub-sample dependencies point

to a complex covariance that will require at least

a simultaneous fit if not more complicated cross-

terms.

3. The statistical significance of any host galaxy cor-

relation, γi, is an indicator of possible redshift de-

pendent systematics but is not the same as im-

proved SN Ia standardization precision, i.e. a re-

duction of σunexp. Standardizing on stellar mass

alone produced the most significant host galaxy

standardization coefficient (3.7σ) but the precision

was improved with the addition of the average lo-

cal stellar age, reducing the unexplained scatter

on the same data by ∼ 1σ to 0.109± 0.017 mag.

4. The one-dimensional marginalized significance of a

parameter is not the whole story. Though neither

host galaxy standardization term in the SALT2

plus γm and γal model is statistically significant

individually, the two-dimensional marginalization

shows a significant (> 3σ) need for a modification

to the SALT2-based methodology.
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5. Local stellar age had a stronger impact than global

stellar age, supporting the results of Rigault et al.

(2015, 2018).

6. A combination of mass and local stellar age is both

statistically significant and improves the standard-

ization precision, indicating a systematic from

metallicity or dust rather than an age or explo-

sion mechanism.

We demonstrate, using a simultaneously fit, that the

standardization coefficients are correlated in a non-

trivial way that appears to be dependent on the stellar

mass of the host galaxy. Since neither stellar mass nor

age are as significant or effective as a combination of

them both, variations in line-of-sight dust or progenitor

metallicity may be the physical source for the correla-

tions between SN Ia and their host galaxies.
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APPENDIX

A. CONVERSION FROM PC1 TO A CHANGE IN STANDARDIZATION COEFFICIENTS

From Rose et al. (2019), the principal component of interest (their Equation 11 and Table 9) is

PC1 = 0.557x′1 − 0.103c′ − 0.535m′ − 0.627a′ .

This is for unit normal parameters (i′, defined in their Equation 10), and can be converted back to standard SN Ia

parameters (plus a constant) by dividing by the standard deviations reported in their Table 8. Now we get

PC1 = 0.549x1 − 1.24c− 0.775m/ log10(M/M�)− 0.297a/Gyr . (A1)

In order to convert these to changes in standardization coefficients, we need to substitute PC1 into the measured

correlation with Hubble-Lemâıtre residuals (HR), their Equation 12:

HR = 0.051 mag× PC1 − 0.012 mag ,

HR ∝ (0.0280 mag)x1 − (0.0632 mag)c− (0.0395 mag/ log10(M/M�))m− (0.0151 mag/Gyr)a .

The last step, in order to compare these results with this paper, is to flip the sign on the coefficient in front of x1 and

reduce the coefficients to two significant digits:

HR ∝ (−0.028 mag)x1 − (0.063 mag)c− (0.040 mag/ log10(M/M�))m− (0.015 mag/Gyr)a . (A2)
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